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CONDITIONS OF BUILDING FOUNDATIONS IN OLD URBAN
AREAS
SUMMARY: Free sites inside old urban areas are very rare and they exist only within some
unfavorable geotechnical conditions, where in past there was no possibility to construct. Presence
of surrounding buildings and lack of space needed for good construction site organization is main
problem due projecting and construction of new buildings. In this paper it will be shown project
solution and construction of accommodation business building in center of city Rijeka, Croatia.
Location predicted for construction is surrounded with old masonry buildings, builded in second half
of 19th century, and new underground garage. In geological point of view, new building is
constructed on alluvial deposits on Riječina river mouth covered with artificial embankment old
nearly 200 years. Layers of clay, sand and gravel are exchanged through depth. Water level is very
high and located 1m below existed ground surface and is equal to sea level increased with inflow
from mainland. The main problem of construction of foundation was construction of underground
part of complex in purpose of garage below water level, but also below existing foundation of
surrounding buildings. Projected foundation construction predicts boring piles that goes down to
depth of 22 m and finishes in layer of gravel to decrease settlement of surrounding buildings.
Construction of excavation pit is predicted with jet-grouting pile wall. The lowering of ground water
level inside excavation pit is predicted with system of drainage wells below the pile cap
construction, during construction works until the weight of construction overload buoyancy. Project
is made according with Eurocode EC7 using observational method. During construction, system of
monitoring was set up by constructing piezometers for monitoring groundwater level, inclinometers
for monitoring displacements during excavation of pit, clinometers for monitoring slope of nearby
buildings and with system of surveying points for monitoring settlements during and after
construction. All measured values were in range with predicted values gained by geostatic
analyses.

POGOJI ZA IZVEDBO TEMELJENJA V STARIH MESTNIH
SREDIŠČIH
POVZETEK: V starih mestnih jedrih praktično ni prostih gradbenih parcel ali pa so to geotehnično
neugodne lokacije, kjer v preteklosti gradnja ni bila mogoča. Pri načrtovanju novogradenj v takih
pogojih projektiranje in izvedbo otežujeta še prisotnost bližnjih objektov ter omejen proctor. Članek
opisuje konkreten primer gradnje poslovnega objekta v središču Reke.
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INTRODUCTION
Constructions of new building on free locations in old urban areas are very rear. The existence of
free site in old urban area indicates that the unfavourable geotechnical conditions or some other
problems are present. Presence of surrounding buildings and the limitation of space for
construction site organization representing the major problems during the design and construction
of new building. The City of Rijeka has been found in Roman time in the estuary of the Rječina
River in the northwest part Adriatic Sea. Geographical position affected by forming of old urban
nucleus during 18. century. Expanding of city area was started in the second half of 18. century by
filing of the Rječina River estuary. The rarest free sites in the urban core of the city of Rijeka are
situated on the embankments on border city parts. The City of Rijeka is the big Croatian port and
one of the biggest northern Adriatic ports today.

Figure 1. Aero photo of the site.
On the one of the free sites near old city core was started intensive constructions during last past
years. The site of future building is surrounded by old masonry building from the second half of 19th
century and by the new underground garage building, Figure 1. In geological point of view the
location is built of the alluvial deposits in the Rječina River mouth covered with an artificial
embankment filled 450 years ago (Benac and Arbanas, 1990). Limestone bedrock is positioned
from 35 to 55 m below the surface. The ground water level is relatively high, only 1 m below the
existing terrain surface. The new building is relatively small but because of untowardly geotechnical
conditions and possible influence on the nearby buildings demand complex foundation analysis
and construction. Extra complication is insisting of one store underground garage below the ground
water level and below the shallow foundation of the nearby masonry building. The designed
foundation construction assumed deep foundation on the bored piles to the 22 m deep gravel layer
to decrease the settlements and influence on nearby buildings. The open pit was constructed as a
jet-grouting pile wall. The underpinning of nearby shallow foundation is the standard procedure
during the undercutting of the foundation. Underpinning of the nearby foundations was constructed
with jet-grouting technique as a part of open pit construction. The lowering of ground water was
established with system of drainage and wells below the pile cap plate construction. The
construction works started in July 2007. During the construction, the observational methods
according to Eurocode 7 were used.
GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF LOCATION
The investigated site is located in the estuary of the Rječina River and formed by filling after year
1550 (Benac and Arbanas, 1990). The datum of the site is about 2.30 m at sea water level. Based
on geotechnical investigation works for this construction and geotechnical investigations on the
wider area the geotechnical cross section was determined. The geotechnical cross section is
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consisting of thick cover and limestone bedrock. The thickness of the cover is from 35 to 50 m
upwards limestone bedrock. The cover is formed from layers of artificial fill and silty and clayly
sediments layers. The artificial fill is consisting from different material like the one heterogeneous
silty and clayly material mixed with construction waste material with thickness 3.0 m. The other part
of the geotechnical cross section is formed from upper layer of the well graduated to clayly gravel
(GC/GFs/GFs) thickness 5.0 to 7.0 m; high plasticity clay (CH) layer thickness 13.0 to 15.0 m,
lower layer well graduated gravel (GW) and silty gravel (GFs) thickness 6.0 to 7.0 m and layer of
uniform graduated sand (SU) thickness 8.0 to 15.0 m. The ground water level is relatively high and
is caused by sea water level and groundwater flows (Arbanas et al., 2008).
Geotechnical properties of the cover materials are unfavourable in the wider area of the Rječina
River estuary, especially in the high plasticity clay layer and uniform graduated sand (Pavlovec et
al., 1992; Arbanas et al.,1994a; Pavlovec et al., 1998). The consistence of the clay layer is liquid to
plastic with very low values of deformability modules (Me < 5 MPa) and very low values of strength
parameters (φ = 22o, c = 3 kPa). The layer of uniformly graduated sands are relatively soft to
medium compacted and the results of SPT in this layers are N = 8 to 23. Gravel layers are formed
in periods with high velocities and flows of Rječina River and have more favourable geotechnical
properties (Benac et al.,1992; Arbanas et al.,1994b). Another adversity on the location is existence
of steep slope of the bedrock and quickly increases of the cover deepest from 35 to 50 m towards
basin of Rječina River.
Evident existence of unfavourable geotechnical conditions of soil is clearly visible on the existing
buildings from second half of 19. century. These buildings were spread founded in upper gravel
layer and are evident damaged due to existence of significant different settlements. Total values of
the settlements are also remarkable however these values are unknown. The evidence of these
settlements is the fact that the numerous basements are now below of the water level and sink
(Arbanas et al., 2008).
DESCRIPTION OF THE FOUNDATION DESIGN SOLUTIONS
On the location the construction of five-story building was planned with layout dimensions of 26 *
34 m. Building was designed to be placed near old masonry five story building from the second half
of 19th century and by the new underground garage facility. The design of the construction was
contained an underground garage level, which will reach below the underground water level and
below the shallow foundations of the nearby building. Regarding the location of this building and
the positions of nearby buildings, designed embedment of the underground level and adverse
geotechnical characteristics of the location, it was necessary to analyze with following issues
during its design and construction (Arbanas et al., 2008):
• Excavation of the basement level affects the nearby edifices. Level of the building pit lies
below the level of the existing shallow foundation of the nearby facility so the design
requires the underpinning of the existing building before the realization of the building pit.
The additional problem is the positioning of the geotechnical anchors of the underground
garage construction that pervade the outlined building pit.
• The building pit is below the underground water level so substantial inflow is expected. It is
necessary to prevent the lateral inflow in the building pit as is necessary to reduce the
seepage through the bottom layer of the building pit. During the construction, it is needed
to ensure the water pumping and the lowering of the water levels in the building pit. The
pumping is necessary until the weight of the building is greater than buoyancy that affects
it.
• The effect of the final load of the building on the soil of the described geotechnical features
is soil settlement of the building itself, but also of the nearby facilities. The slightest
additional settlement of the nearby facility would provoke additional damages that could
endanger the stability of the existing building structure and because unacceptable
damages as far the use of the building, it is concerned.
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Figure 2. Foundation plan of new building.

The following technical solutions were choosing:
• To ensure the stability of the excavation of the building pit and to prevent the inflow of the
ground water the construction of a jet grouting curtain on the edges of the building pit was
constructed. The jet-grouting curtain was constructed of the jet grouting piles with a
diameter of a 1.00 m on a distance of 0.80 m on the diameter of the building pit. The
takeover of bending moments due to active soil pressure on the jet-grouting curtain is
reinforced by piling the steel profiles between the certain jet grouting piles. To reduce the
ground water inflow through the bottom of the building pit the construction of jet grouting
curtain are committed up to the -8.50 m to the layer of the highly plasticity clay (CH), 5 m
below the designed bottom level of the excavation. In the contact with the neighbouring
building facility, jet-grouting piles were constructed below the existing shallow foundations
and serve to safely underpin it during the construction of the building pit.
• In order to lower the ground water level below the level of the building pit excavation, two
wells (drainage shafts) were bored to the level of -6.50 m, with the drainage system below
the plate. Drainage shafts allowed the water extraction and water drainage until the higher
buoyancy on the foundation plate is achieved.
• The new building’s load on the plate foundation would provoke the soil settlement of the
order of 15 cm, while the settlement of the nearby facilities would be up to 5 cm order. The
settlement like that would provoke the construction damage but also the damage of the
other nature like functionality of the existing building. So, as an adequate foundation
structure the deep foundation on the bored piles to the deeper level of the gravel of the 21.50 m was chosen. The bored piles of the diameter of 1.00 m below the individual pillar
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point and perimeter walls. The piles are connected with a foundation plate on the level of
the foundation plate.

PREFORMED GEOTECHNICAL ANALYSES
For confirmation of predicted geotechnical design solution, adequate geotechnical analyses were
performed. For evaluation of deformation caused by the weight of the construction, analysis with
geotechnical software package GEO–Slope, Sigma/W module (GEO-Slope, 1998) was performed.

Figure 3. Geotechnical model.
Geotechnical model have been analyzed with finite element method using soil characteristics
obtained from geotechnical research works, Figure 3. Using stress-strain analysis, two possibilities
of foundation construction of the future building have been analyzed: in a variant of shallow plate
foundation and deep foundation on the bored piles. Settlements in a variant of shallow foundation
on the elastic plate are reaching values from 8 to 22 cm. The most non-convenient situation is on
contact with existing neighbour building where displacements beneath the edge point are 12 to 15
cm, Figure 4. These values are unacceptable for existing masonry buildings. Settlements of the
construction on the deep foundation on bored piles constructed inside deeper layer of gravel (21.50 m) are considerably smaller and reaching value of 4 cm and less than 2 cm on contact with
existing neighbour building. These values of the settlements are acceptable without harmful
consequences on the construction of existing building, Figure 5. Effects of underpinning of existing
building have not been taken into account because activating of this type of soil reinforcement
requires previously appearance of soil deformation. The difference in settlement is shown on
Figure.6. It could be noted that the calculated settlements beneath the old building is unacceptable.
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Figure 4. Settlements beneath foundation on elastic plate.

Figure 5. Settlements for foundation on driven piles.
Analysis of seepage beneath designed protection of excavation pit with jet – grouting has been
also done. Two wells (drainage shafts) have been designed along with drainage system that
enables adequate lowering of underground water levels beneath the level of foundation plate in the
stage of construction of underground garage floor. The drainage and water extraction are still
carried out until the weight of the building during construction overload the buoyancy.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Settlement obtained from numerical model: a) Deformations below the edge of existing
building, b) Deformations below the middle of pit.

FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION

EXISTING BUILDING

Because of the complex geotechnical conditions, and influence of the new construction on the
surrounding existing buildings, foundation on the bored piles and jet-grouting curtain reinforced with
steel driven profiles as building pit construction was selected, Figure 7. Due to vicinity of the
surrounding existing buildings, the construction works was carefully constructed in the next order:
• Construction of the bored piles,
• Jet grouting curtain on the edges of the building pit,
• Construction of the drainage wells and extracting of the ground water,
• Excavation of the building pit,
• Construction of the drainage system below cap plate, and
• Construction of the underground garage store.
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Figure 7. Cross section of the foundation construction of new building.
Bored piles with diameter of 1.00 m were constructed below the individual pillar point and perimeter
walls of the future building reaching the lower gravel layer at depth of -21.50 m, totally 55 bored
piles.
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(b)

(a)
(c)
Figure 8. Observation results: a) Vertical inclinometer VI3, b) Clinometer K2, orthogonal on excavation, c)
Clinometer K2, parallel with excavation

Figure 9. Excavation of the pit, the head of the
piles are visible.

Figure 10. Drainage well during excavation.

As building pit construction the jet-grouting curtain on the edges of the building pit, was carried out.
The height of the jet grouting curtain is 7.0 m, and it will be extra reinforced with steel profiles I 160
between certain jet grouting piles. Underpinning of nearby building with jet grouting piles was
performed nearly vertical and has slope of the 10:1 and 5:1 before excavation of the pit. The
underpinning jet grouting piles are the part of the curtain of the building pit.
Before beginning of excavation works it was necessary to build the drainage wells situated in the
central part of the pit which enables adequate lowering of underground water levels beneath the
level of foundation plate. The drainage wells were made of perforate tubes with diameter of 100 cm
to 6.50 m under the excavation level. Extracting of the ground water from the drainage wells was
taken out continuously to keep the ground water level 1.0 m under design construction. After
construction of jet grouting curtain it was be possible to begin the excavation of the building pit. On
the bottom of the excavation, bellow the cap plate the system of the drainage system into the
gravel material was placed to drive drainage water towards drainage wells, Figure 8.
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OBSERVATION DURING CONSTRUCTION
In project solution it is predicted usage of observational methods during construction in according
to Eurocode 7: Geotechnical Design (BSI, 2004). For that purpose in context of main foundation
design, scheme of monitoring and surveying has been done. Using that scheme it has been
defined the construction of monitoring equipment: three vertical inclinometers – sliding deformeter
by the excavation pit wall for monitoring horizontal and vertical displacements of excavation pit
retaining construction and two clinometers on masonry wall of nearby existing buildings for
monitoring slope of buildings Figure 2. Monitoring was conducted in construction phases. Results
of monitored vertical deformation – sliding deformeters have been identified with 5 mm horizontal
displacement Figure 8.a, and 3 mm vertical displacement, which are the expected values. Results
of monitored clinometers on nearby building were under 0.02 mm/m for both horizontal and vertical
direction which is shown on Figure 8. b, c during excavation which points to successful
underpinning of old building foundation, Figure 9. Further monitoring of displacements due to
increase of new building loads is in evaluation and it is within the range of calculated
displacements.
CONCLUSION
Constructions of new buildings on free locations in old urban areas are very rear. The existence of
free site in old urban area indicates that the unfavourable geotechnical conditions or some other
problems are present. Presence of surrounding buildings and the limitation of space for
construction site organization representing the major problems during the design and construction
of new building. In this paper we are presenting the design solutions and start of the construction of
the accommodation business building nearby the centre of the city of Rijeka, Croatia. The site of
future building is surrounded by old masonry building from the second half of 19th century and by
the new underground garage building. In geological view the location is built of the alluvial deposits
in the Rječina River mouth covered with an artificial embankment filled 200 years ago. The ground
water level is relatively high, only 1 m below the existing terrain surface.
The building in construction is relatively small but because of unfavourable geotechnical conditions
and unfavourable influence on the nearby buildings demand complex foundation analysis and
construction. Extra complication is insisting of one store underground garage below the ground
water level and below the shallow foundation of the nearby masonry building. The designed and
constructed foundation assumed bored piles to the -21.50 m deep gravel layer to decrease the
settlements and influence on nearby buildings. The lowering of ground water was executed with
system of drainage and wells below the pile cap construction during the construction works until the
weight of construction overload buoyancy. The construction works will start in July 2007. and still
today (April 2008) the second floor is achieved. During the construction, the observational method
according to Eurocode 7 was used. Conducted monitoring of installed monitoring equipment were
in range with calculated stress deformation analyses. Slope of neighbour building as a result of
loading of a new building is neglectable which validates adequately constructed underpinning of old
building foundation. Monitoring of settlements is still in progress and it will be conduct in long time
period after construction of a new building ends.
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